We study target mass effects in the polarized virtual photon structure functions g γ
2 , P 2 ) in the kinematic region Λ 2 ≪ P 2 ≪ Q 2 , where −Q 2 (−P 2 ) is the mass squared of the probe (target) photon. We obtain the expressions for g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) and g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) in closed form by inverting the Nachtmann moments for the twist-2 and twist-3 operators. Numerical analysis shows that target mass effects appear at large x and become sizable near x max (= 1/(1+
Introduction
The investigation of the photon structure is an active field of research both theoretically and experimentally [1, 2, 3, 4] . In recent years, there has been growing interest in the study of the spin structure of photon. In particular, the first moment of the polarized photon structure function g γ 1 has attracted much attention in connection with its relevance to the QED and QCD axial anomaly [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The polarized photon structure functions may be extracted from resolved photon processes in the polarized version of the ep collider HERA. More directly, they can be measured from two-photon processes in the polarized e + e − collider experiments ( Fig. 1 ), where −Q 2 (−P 2 ) is the mass squared of the probe (target) photon.
For a real photon (P 2 = 0) target, there exists only one spin-dependent structure function g γ 1 (x, Q 2 ). The QCD analysis for g γ 1 was performed in the leading order (LO) [10] and in the next-to-leading order (NLO) [11, 12] . In the case of a virtual photon target (P 2 = 0) there appear two spin-dependent structure functions, g
and g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ). The former has been investigated up to the NLO in QCD by the present authors in [13] , and also in the second paper of [12] . In fact, we have analyzed in [13] the structure function g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) in the kinematical region
where Λ is the QCD scale parameter. The advantage to study virtual photon target in that kinematical region is that we can calculate structure functions entirely up to the NLO by the perturbative method [14] , which is contrasted with the case of the real photon target where in the NLO there exist nonperturbative pieces. As for the structure function g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ), the analysis has not made much progress owing to the difficulty arising from the relevant twist-3 operators. So far only the LO QCD corrections to the flavor nonsinglet part of g γ 2 have been calculated in the large N c limit [15] .
If the target is real photon (P 2 = 0), there is no need to consider target mass corrections. But when the target becomes off-shell, for example, P 2 ≥ M 2 , where M is the nucleon mass, and for relatively low values of Q 2 , contributions suppressed by powers of P 2 Q 2 may become important. Then we need to take into account these target mass contributions just like the case of the nucleon structure functions. The consideration of target mass effects (TME) is important by another reason. For the virtual photon target, the maximal value of the Bjorken variable x is not 1 but 1) due to the constraint (p + q) 2 ≥ 0, which is contrasted with the nucleon case where
x max = 1. The structure functions should vanish at x = x max . However, the NLO QCD result [13] for g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) shows that the predicted graph does not vanish but remains finite at x = x max . This flaw is coming from the fact that TME have not been taken into account in the analysis. The target mass corrections have been studied in the past for the cases of unpolarized [16, 17] and polarized [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] nucleon structure functions.
In this paper we investigate TME in the polarized virtual photon structure functions g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) and g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ). In the analysis of g γ 1 in [13] , the formalism of the operator product expansion (OPE) supplemented by the renormalization group method was used. The photon matrix elements of the relevant traceless operators in the OPE are expressed by traceless tensors. These tensors contain many trace terms so that they satisfy the tracelessness conditions. The basic idea for computing the target mass corrections exactly is to take account of trace terms in the traceless tensors properly. There are two methods used so far for collecting all those trace terms. One, which was introduced by Nachtmann [16] , is to make use of Gegenbauer polynomials to express the contractions between q µ 1 · · · q µ n−1 and the traceless tensors [16, 18, 19, 20] . This method leads to the Nachtmann moments for the twist-2 and twist-3 operators with definite spin. The other, first used by Georgi and Politzer [17] , is to write traceless tensors explicitly and then to collect trace terms and sum them up. Through the latter approach, the moments of structure functions are expressed as functions of the reduced operator matrix elements and coefficient functions with different spins. Actually both methods give equivalent results. In this paper we apply the former method to study target mass corrections to the structure functions g In the next section we discuss the framework for analyzing the TME based on the OPE and derive the Nachtmann moments for the twist-2 and twist-3 operators with definite spin using the orthogonality relations of Gegenbauer polynomials. In section 3, by inverting the Nachtmann moments, we obtain the explicit expressions for the polarized photon structure functions g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) and g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME included. In section 4 we perform the numerical analysis and show that target mass corrections become sizable near x max . The final section is devoted to the conclusion.
Nachtmann Moments
Let us consider the virtual photon-photon forward scattering for
where J is the electromagnetic current, and q and p are the four-momenta of two photons. Its absorptive part is related to the structure tensor W µνρτ (p, q) for the target photon with mass squared p 2 = −P 2 probed by the photon with q 2 = −Q 2 :
The antisymmetric part W A µνρτ under the interchange µ ↔ ν and ρ ↔ τ , can be decomposed as
which gives two spin-dependent structure functions, g
When the target is real photon (P 2 = 0), g γ 2 is identically zero, and there exists only one spin structure function, g
2 ). On the other hand, for the off-shell or virtual photon (P 2 = 0) target, we have two spin-dependent structure functions g γ 1 and g γ 2 . For the analysis of spin structure functions, we apply the OPE for the product of two electromagnetic currents. We obtain for the µ-ν antisymmetric part In the case of photon target we evaluate "matrix elements" of the traceless operators R n (2)i and R n (3)i sandwiched by two photon states with momentum p, which are written in the following forms: 8) and satisfy the traceless conditions,
Taking the "matrix elements" of (2.4) with the virtual photon states, we obtain for the deep-inelastic photon-photon forward scattering amplitude
The basic idea for treating target mass corrections exactly is to take account of trace terms in the traceless tensors properly. We evaluate the contraction between q µ 1 · · · q µ n−1 and the traceless tensors without neglecting any of the trace terms in Eqs.(2.7) and (2.8). The results are expressed in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials [16, 18, 19] . Denoting M
ǫ ρτ α β p α , we find for the twist-2 part,
n−2 (η) +(terms with p β or q σ ), (2.11) and for the twist-3 part
n−4 (η) +(terms with p β or q σ ), (2.12) 13) then, using the above results on the contractions we find
n−4 (η) . (8) and (9) of Ref. [19] , which are the invariant amplitudes for polarized deep inelastic leptonnucleon scattering with target nucleon mass corrections being taken into account. Apart from the reduced matrix elements and coefficient functions, the expressions for both photon and nucleon targets are exactly the same once the replacement of M with −iP , or vice versa, is made. This is due to the fact that the factor and in the decomposition (Eq.(2.13)) plays the same role as nucleon spin s σ (s µ j ),
. Thus the tensor structures of both polarized photon and polarized nucleon matrix elements are exactly the same. The only difference between the two is that p 2 = −P 2 for photon target and
nucleon. Now we follow the same procedures as were taken by Wandzura [18] and in
Ref. [19] for the polarized nucleon case, and we obtain the analytic expression of the Nachtmann moments for the twist-2 and twist-3 operators with definite spin n. 
3)i with definite spin n, which still include the infinite series in powers of P 2 /Q 2 . Thirdly we sum up those infinite series and express them in compact analytic forms [19] . Then we obtain
where x = Q 2 /(2p · q) and ξ, the so-called ξ-scaling variable, is given by
In fact, the above results for the Nachtmann moments are reproduced from the counterparts in the case of spin-dependent nucleon structure functions, Eqs. (18) and (19) of Ref. [19] , by replacing the target nucleon mass M with −iP . We see from Eq.(1.1) that the maximal value of x is not 1 but 1/(1 +
Q 2 ). Therefore, the allowed range of ξ is 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. It is important to note that ξ(x max ) = 1 for the virtual photon target. In the nucleon case, however, the constraint
This leads to a well-known difficulty at x = 1 in the analysis of target mass corrections to nucleon structure functions, both in unpolarized and polarized cases. The nucleon structure functions should vanish at x = 1 kinematically, while their expressions, once target mass effects are taken into account, vanish at ξ = 1 but remain non-zero when ξ(x = 1) < 1. The resolution to this problem was argued in Refs. [23, 21, 22] by considering the dynamical higher-twist effects. On the other hand, in the case of virtual photon target, we have no such difficulty. When Q 2 , P 2 ≫ Λ 2 , we can put the constraint as (p + q) 2 ≥ 0 and this leads to x max given in Eq. (1.1). We will see later that the virtual photon structure functions with target mass corrections included do vanish at x max , since ξ(x max ) = 1. The left-hand side of Eqs.(2.17-2.18), M n 2 and M n 3 , can be computed in perturbative QCD up to NLO, since in the kinematical region Q 2 ≫ P 2 ≫ Λ 2 both the reduced photon matrix elements a
In fact, the perturbative QCD calculation of M n 2 has been done in LO [10] and in NLO [13] , while the QCD analysis of M n 3 has been carried out in LO for the flavor non-singlet part in the limit of large N c [15] . Once the moments M n 2 and M n 3 are known, we can derive g
functions of x by inverting M n 2 and M n 3 , which will be discussed in the next section.
Inverting the Moments
First let us rewrite the Nachtmann moments in the variable ξ and we get
where we have put κ ≡ P 2 Q 2 . We define
The boundary conditions for A(ξ) and B(ξ) are A(ξ = 1) = B(ξ = 1) = 0, since g
2 ) = 0 and ξ(x max ) = 1. Now introducing the following four functions, 5) and by partial integration we find that the above two moments are written as
Inverting the moments we get
where we have adopted the notation used in Ref. [21] for H a (ξ) and H d (ξ). Further introducing the following functions [21] ,
we differentiate both sides of Eqs.(3.8-3.9) by ξ and get the relations between A(ξ), 
for the polarized photon structure functions without target mass effects, which have been investigated in the literature [13, 12, 15] . We have suppressed the logarithmic Q 2 and P 2 dependence in the arguments of G a,d (x) and F a,d (x).
Before we proceed to numerical analysis for target mass effects on the polarized photon structure functions, let us consider the power series expansion of target mass effects. In the phenomenological analysis of target mass effects on the polarized nucleon structure functions [21] , the expansion in powers of P 2 /Q 2 was carried out and the first order terms were kept to analyze the experimental data. It would be interesting to see how good the first order approximation is in the case of virtual photon target. We take the x-moments of the structure functions g
Using the expressions given in Eqs.(3.11-3.12) for g γ 1,2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ), we expand the integrands to the first order in κ. Then we obtain,
where we have used the formulas,
The result is consistent with the one obtained for the case of polarized nucleon target in Ref. [21] . For phenomenological analysis, the experimental data will be used for the left-hand sides of Eqs.(3.16-3.17) which should be compared with the right-hand sides, the QCD predictions.
Numerical Analysis
Let us perform a numerical analysis for the target mass effects in g 4.1 g
We first compute the functions, 
We use the QCD result for M
i ), which has been calculated up to NLO and given in Eq. (3.16) of the first article of Ref. [13] . As for M in QCD is feasible when n is a small number. But as n gets larger it becomes a more and more difficult task due to the increase of the number of participating operators and the mixing among these operators [28] .
We have plotted the twist-2 contributions, H a (ξ), G a (ξ), and ξF a (ξ) as functions of ξ in Fig. 3 , and the twist-3 contributions, H d (ξ), G d (ξ), and ξF d (ξ) in Fig. 4 , for the case of Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 . We take Λ = 0.2 GeV for the QCD parameter and N f = 3 for the number of active quark flavors throughout our numerical analysis. We see that all the functions H a,d (ξ), G a,d (ξ) and F a,d (ξ) vanish as ξ → 1. The behavior of a function near ξ = 1 is governed by its moments at large n. The LO QCD result for M n 2 gives M n 2 ∼ 1/(nln n) for large n, which determines the dominant behaviors of the functions near ξ = 1, and thus we expect that
For the twist-3 part, M n 3 , the pure QED result tells that M n 3 ∼ −1/n 2 at large n.
So we get near ξ = 1,
The behaviors of Putting these results into the formula (3.11) and we obtain g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME as a function of x, which are shown (solid curve) in i /N f with e i being the electric charge of ith flavor quark. Also plotted are g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 )| 0 without TME (dashed curve) (see Eq.(3.13)) and the one with TME included up to the first order in P 2 /Q 2 (short-dashed curve), which is obtained by the inverse Mellin transform of the right-hand side of Eq.(3.16). We observe that the target mass effects appear between intermediate x and x max , and that the effects become sizable when the ratio Q 2 /P 2 is reduced (see Fig. 6 ). The distinction between the behaviors of g γ 1 with and without TME is remarkable near x max . We get x max ≈ 0.97 for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 with P 2 = 1 GeV 2 and x max ≈ 0.91 for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 with P 2 = 1 GeV 2 . The graphs of g γ 1 with TME vanish at x max as they should. But those graphs without TME or with TME partially included remain finite. In the small x-region the target mass effects are almost negligible. We also note that the graph with the first order corrections in P 2 /Q 2 is a good approximation to the full-order result except around x max .
The First Moment Sum Rule of
g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2
) and Target Mass Effects
When the target mass corrections are not taken into account, the polarized virtual photon structure function g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) satisfies the following sum rule [7, 13] :
The right-hand side corresponds to the twist-2 contribution, M n=1 2
(2)i ), and actually the first term is the consequence of the QED axial anomaly. Now it will be interesting to see how this sum rule is modified when TME are included.
From Eq.(2.17) we easily see that once the target mass corrections are taken into account, the above sum rule is modified to the first Nachtmann moment, which
Phenomenologically it would be appropriate to express the first moment of g
itself in terms of M n 2 and M n 3 , which are calculable by perturbative QCD. Setting n = 1 in Eq.(3.16), we obtain to the first order in .6) is given, to the first order in P 2 /Q 2 , by
Up to this order in P 2 /Q 2 we only need to know the reduced matrix elements and coefficient functions for n = 3. Using the NLO result for M 
(4.12)
The target mass corrections to the first moment sum rule of g γ 1 amount to 0.40% (1.1%) for Q 2 = 30GeV 2 (10GeV 2 ) with P 2 = 1GeV 2 , which are negligibly small.
Even for the latter case, Q 2 = 10GeV 2 and P 2 = 1GeV 2 , the corrections are, at most, of order of one percent. We see from Eqs. 4
) and the Target Mass Effects
We obtain the graph of g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME by inserting the functions H a,d (ξ), with n > 3 is not available. In Fig. 7 , we have plotted g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME (solid curve) in units of 3N f e 4 α π ln(Q 2 /P 2 ), for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 .
Also shown in Fig. 7 is the box-diagram contribution to g γ 2 (dashed curve) for an example without TME, the expression of which is given by [15] 
The graph of g γ 2 with TME vanishes at x max , but not the one without TME. In a certain limit the analysis of M , the flavor nonsinglet contribution to M n 3 , for arbitrary n in QCD since in this limit the problem of operator mixing can be evaded [29] . In fact, we have computed M n(NS) 3 in LO QCD for large N c limit, which is given in Eq.(4.40) of Ref. [15] . Using these M n(NS) 3
we perform the inverse Mellin transform of Eqs. (4.1-4.3 ) to obtain the flavor nonsinglet contributions,
. Then putting these functions into the formula (3.12) and setting the twist-2 contributions to zero, i.e., H a (ξ) = G a (ξ) = F a (ξ) = 0, we obtain g 2 γ(NS) (x, Q 2 , P 2 ), the twist-3 contribution to the flavor nonsinglet part of g γ 2 , including TME. In Fig. 8 , we have plotted g 2 γ(NS) (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME (solid curve) in units
where
) is a charge factor for the flavor nonsinglet component with
Also plotted are the graphs of g 2 γ(NS) without TME (short-dashed curve) and the box-diagram contribution to g 2 γ(NS) (dashed curve) whose expression is given by [15] 
We observe that target mass corrections in the twist-3 part are negligibly small. This is inferred from the fact that target mass effects appear at large ξ (large x) and the twist-3 contributions ξF d (ξ), G d (ξ), and H d (ξ) vanish as lnξ, −(lnξ) 2 , and (lnξ) 3 , respectively, for ξ → 1. Another case for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 with P 2 = 1 GeV 2 is shown in Fig. 9 , where we see that target mass effects become slightly larger than the case for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 , in particular, in the region near x max .
Burkhardt-Cottingham Sum Rule
Just as the spin-dependent nucleon structure function g nucl 2 , the polarized virtual photon structure function g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) satisfies the Burkhardt-Cottingham (BC) sum rule [25] :
We put the subscript 0 to emphasize that this is the statement when the target mass corrections are not included. When the TME are included, Eq.(3.17) shows that the BC sum rule still holds up to the first order in P 2 /Q 2 . Actually we take the x-moments of g γ 2 whose expression is given in Eq.(3.12). Using the relations in Eq.(3.10) and by partial integration with the boundary conditions
Taking n = 1, we arrive at 17) which shows the BC sum rule is free from the target mass effects. Note that the upper limit of integration has changed from 1 to x max . A similar expression to the one in Eq.(4.16) has been obtained by Piccione and Ridolfi [21] for the moments of the nucleon structure function g nucl 2 when the target mass corrections are included.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated the target mass effects in the polarized virtual photon structure functions g
2 ) which can be measured in the future experiments of the polarized version of the ep or e + e − colliders.
We based our argument on the framework of the OPE and the O(4) expansion, taking into account the trace terms of the operators of the definite spin. This amounts to the use of the expansion of the amplitudes in terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials and their orthogonality relations to extract the contributions with the definite spin, given as the Nachtmann moments. The evaluation of the "kinematical" target mass effects is important to extract the "dynamical" higher-twist effects which would also exist in the power corrections in P 2 /Q 2 .
We have derived the expressions for g
form by inverting the Nachtmann moments for the twist-2 and twist-3 operators.
The characteristic feature for the photon target compared to the nucleon case is the presence of the maximal value x max (< 1) of the Bjorken variable x, while ξ(x max ) = 1. Hence we do not encounter the similar problem due to the kinematical relation ξ(x max ) < 1 with x max = 1 in the case of the nucleon.
Our numerical analysis shows that the target mass effects appear at large x and become sizable near x max (= 1/(1 + P 2 Q 2 )), as the ratio P 2 /Q 2 increases. The structure functions evaluated by inverting the Nachtmann moments in fact vanish at x = x max . We have also examined the target mass effects for the first-moment sum rules of g 
Appendix
In this appendix we present main formulas of Gegenbauer polynomials which are used in this paper and give an outline of the derivation of Eqs.(2.11-2.12).
A Gegenbauer polynomials
The Gegenbauer polynomials C (ν) n (η) are defined through the generating function given by
In terms of hypergeometric functions F (α, β, γ; z), C
n (η) is expressed as
from which we obtain, for example,
A.1 Recursion formulas
A.2 Orthogonality relations
(A.8)
In addition we need the following formula for the integral to project out the contributions of definite spin from the dispersion relations,
In fact the factor ζ − (ζ 2 − 1) We give a table of contractions which are used for the derivation. First we introduce the most general rank-n symmetric and traceless tensor, Π µ 1 ···µn , that can be formed with the momentum p alone [17] ,
where g · · · g j stands for a product of j metric tensors g µ l µ k with 2j indices chosen among µ 1 , · · · , µ n in all possible ways. Then we easily find that the contraction of Π µ 1 ···µn with q µ 1 · · · q µn is expressed in terms of Gegenbauer polynomial C
n (η) given in Eq.(A.3) [16, 18] ,
Next we differentiate the both sides of Eq.(B.2) with respect to p β . Using the following formulas,
we find
where {δ
} n is a tensor which is formed with one δ µ i β and n−1 momentum four-vectors p and totally symmetric among indices µ 1 · · · µ n . Moreover, it is traceless in the sence that g µ i µ j {δ
reminded that the polarized photon matrix elements are multiplied by the factor ǫ ρτ α β . Thus the terms with p β in contractions do not contribute in the end. Also the terms with q σ which appear later on give null results when multiplied by ǫ µνλσ λ (see Eq.(2.10)). So we obtain
n−1 (η) + (terms with p β ) . (B.6)
Further we differentiate the both sides of Eq.(B.6) with respect to q σ . With
we obtain
n−2 (η) + (terms with p β or q σ ). (B.8)
Finally the both sides of Eq.(B.2) are differentiated with respect to q σ , and we get
n−1 (η)} + (terms with q σ ). 
B.2 Derivation
The tensor M
, which corresponds to the traceless twist-2 operator R n (2)i , is formed one δ σ β (or δ µ i β ) and n−1 momentum four-vectors p and totally symmetric among indices σ, µ 1 · · · µ n−1 . Thus it is given by
For its contraction with q µ 1 · · · q µ n−1 , we find from Eq.(B.8)
n−2 (η) + (terms with p β or q σ ). (B.11)
, which corresponds to the traceless twist-3 operator R n (3)i , is also formed one δ 
n−3 (η) + (terms with p β or q σ ) = 1 n 2 δ β σ a n−1 (n−1)C
n−2 (η) + C + and e − . The mass squared of the "probe" ("target") photon is −Q 2 (−P 2 ) (Λ 2 ≪ P 2 ≪ Q 2 ) with Λ being the QCD scale parameter. 5 The graphs of g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with full TME (Eq.(3.11), solid curve), with the first order TME (short-dashed curve) and without TME (dashed curve) in units of 3N f e 4 α π ln(Q 2 /P 2 ), for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 with Λ = 0.2 GeV, N f = 3. Fig. 6 The graphs of g γ 1 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 with Λ = 0.2 GeV, N f = 3. Fig. 7 The graph of g γ 2 (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) with TME (Eq.(3.12), solid curve) and the boxdiagram contribution to g γ 2 (dashed curve) in units of 3N f e 4 α π ln(Q 2 /P 2 ), for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 with Λ = 0.2 GeV, N f = 3. Fig. 8 The graphs of g 2 γ(NS) (x, Q 2 , P 2 ), the twist-3 contribution to the flavor nonsinglet part of g γ 2 , in units of 3N f ( e 4 − e 2 2 ) α π ln(Q 2 /P 2 ), for Q 2 = 30 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 with Λ = 0.2 GeV, N f = 3. The twist-3 effects are evaluated in LO QCD for large N c limit. The solid and short-dashed curves show the results with TME and without TME, respectively. We have also shown the box-diagram contribution to g 2 γ(NS) (dashed curve) for comparison. Fig. 9 The graphs of g 2 γ(NS) (x, Q 2 , P 2 ) for Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 and P 2 = 1 GeV 2 with Λ = 0.2 GeV, N f = 3. 
